
DASA accelerates innovation to increase ‘data’ privacy & protection

UK SME, Anzen Technology Systems has developed a game changing cloud based

innovation providing the highest level of security on the global market

.

“DASA funding and support has 

helped us to expand our team of 

specialists and develop the business. 

We have also been able to mature our 

innovation and the ‘data privacy 

patented technology’ is now ready to 

transform the data security market.   

Anzen is now looking for further 

commercial opportunities in the UK 

and overseas. 

David  Studd, 

Business Development Director

www.anzentechsystems.com

• DASA mentoring and business advice assisted

Anzen to define their business offering and

refine their pitching ability to potential

business partners and investors. Anzen is

now in discussions with the MOD and

internationally interested parties.

• Impressed with Anzen’s problem solving

performance to date, MOD partner, Team

Defence Information, awarded ‘winner’ status

to Anzen in the Excellence Awards 2020.

• DASA funding of approx. £250,000 has been
awarded to Anzen Tech through the Rapid Impact
Open Call.

• Protecting the privacy and sovereignty of data

takes strategic precedence, not only for

national security, but for organisations’

compliance and success. Anzen’s novel

approach to data privacy and protection

provides an extra layer of defence,

complementary to incumbent security

systems. This at a time when data breaches

are increasing and data regulations becoming

more territorial and stringent.

• Anzen’s patented technology allows

organisations to move their highly sensitive or

classified data storage from ‘on-premise’ to

public cloud, significantly reducing costs, yet

increasing data privacy and protection.

• DASA funding and project support provided

Anzen the opportunity to accelerate their

innovation to a market ready status. Anzen

has now been successful in securing their first

commercial contract for this technology.

• Funding enabled Anzen to take on new staff,

trebling the size of the business. These

specialist technical developers are now taking

the technology forward. DASA funding was

also the springboard for Anzen to develop its

patented technology further for real-time

transactions which opens up more business

opportunities

DASA case study – Anzen Technology Systems
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